1. According to the Army's "Cuartel General" has also created a similar group to combat crime, the "Cuartel General" has issued numerous civilian military commissioner and assistant military commissioner orders for the deaths of numerous criminals and undocumented persons. The commissioners work on a rotational basis, with certain individuals patrolling the streets one night per week using personal vehicles. Once an individual is arrested, he is turned over to the "Cuartel General" for disposition.

Comment: The "Cuartel General", being a military institution, has no legal basis to arrest and detain civilians, and neither do the civilian military commissioners.
IS INVOLVED IN THIS
ACTIVITY. WHILE HE DID NOT SPECIFY, IT IS LIKELY THAT MEMBERS OF THE
"CUARTEL GENERAL" KILL THOSE CRIMINALS WHO ARE TURNED OVER TO THEM
SINCE THEY HAVE NO LEGAL MEANS TO PROSECUTE
HE DID NOT SAY WHO IN THE "CUARTEL GENERAL" IS DIRECTING
THIS ACTIVITY.)

3. (COMMENT: ACCORDING TO
IN THE
DEPARTMENT OF SANTA ROSA, RECENT MURDER VICTIMS INDEED HAVE BEEN
THOSE "KNOWN" BY LOCALS TO BE CRIMINALS. FURTHER, IN THE COUNTRYSIDE
AT LEAST, LOCAL POLITICIANS ARE AWARE THAT THE POLICE AND MILITARY
ARE CONDUCTING THESE VIGILANTE STYLE ASSASSINATIONS; HOWEVER, THEY
CONSIDER IT PRUDENT NOT TO INTERVENTE. IN SANTA ROSA, THERE IS NO
INDICATION THAT THE ASSASSINATIONS ARE IN ANY WAY POLITICALLY
MOTIVATED AND FOR THE TIME BEING CITIZENS IN THE AREA ARE NOT
CRITICAL OF THE HASTY CRIMINAL JUSTICE BEING METED OUT.)

4. (COMMENT: THESE GROUPS ARE BELIEVED TO BE DIFFERENT
FROM THE "JAGUAR JUSTICIERO" OR "LA DOBLE J," WHICH HAS RESURFACED
RECENTLY WITH THE ANNOUNCED INTENT OF KILLING CRIMINALS SINCE "LA
DOBLE J" TAKES CREDIT FOR ITS ACTIVITIES. ACCORDING TO THE PRESS OF
2 FEBRUARY, THE J.J. HAS A CURRENT HIT LIST OF 200 INDIVIDUALS.)